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Background
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Started in 2004

Side project for fun

Port to iPhone?

2.5 Months

Windows, Mac, Linux, iPhone

Side note:  If anyone knows a better term for "non mobile" systems that includes all OS platforms, please let me 
know after the meeting.
I will also be using iPhone to refer to iPod Touch as well.

Started Caster in for fun back in college 2004.

Side project to experiment with graphics and other ideas.
 
Finished the game 5 years later.  Targeted low end systems. (It's all I had at home).

Didn't plan on porting to iPhone because it "didn't make sense".  However, the Challenge of making a 3rd person 
shooter that was awesome on the iPhone eventually pushed me to do it.

I worked with my friend Spencer Nielsen who did the Mac port and we finished it in about 2 and a half months just 
working a little here and there in the evenings "after the kids went to bed"
 
Caster has been ported to Mac Windows, iPhone, and Linux.  Pandora?  PSP Go?  PSN?  Wii?  DS?



iPhone Porting Process 
Preview

PC Side:

1.Get your game running on a low end PC.

2.Refactor: create abstraction layers.

3.Swap Rendering to OpenGL ES.

4.Provide an "iPhone Mode" for PC. 
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These are the basic steps we used when porting Caster to the iPhone.  This talk will mostly follow this order.
 
We'll talk a lot about general porting guidelines and provide some iPhone / Xcode specific tidbits.  This may be 
mostly helpful for people relatively new to iPhone development.  However, even experienced iPhone developers 
may find some gems. 

When I say "PC" I'm referring to any Mac, Windows, or Linux based laptop or Desktop system.  IE, not an 
embedded device.



iPhone Porting Process 
Preview

iPhone Side:

1.Get something up and running in the simulator.

2.Get that same something up and running on the 
iPhone Device.

3.Convert Assets. 

4.Swap UI handling to work with touch events.

5.Swap the Audio Engine.

6.Add additional iPhone specific goodness.
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These are the basic steps we used when porting Caster to the iPhone.  This talk will mostly follow this order.
 
We'll talk a lot about general porting guidelines and provide some iPhone / Xcode specific tidbits.  This may be 
mostly helpful for people relatively new to iPhone development.  However, even experienced iPhone developers 
may find some gems. 

When I say "PC" I'm referring to any Mac, Windows, or Linux based laptop or Desktop system.  IE, not an 
embedded device.



PC vs. iPhone
"I own this desk"

"Really, I'm stronger than I look!"
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Much more than hardware differences.

Usage paradigm

User expectations

Differences between PC and iPhone:

Lots of considerations outside of hardware specs:

User Interface (touch screen, accelerometer, microphone, camera)

Paradigm, how it's used (held in palm, looking down at it)
 
When it's used (bus, standing in line, kill a few minutes)
 
User Expectations: What do they expect from the applications? How should they behave.  Whats most 
important to the user?  Quick in and out, simple, big buttons, shinny smooth "Mac" like interface?



iPhone OS Hardware

1st Gen Hardware

412-533 Mhz ARM11
PowerVR MBX Lite
128 MB (~40 usable)
4 - 32 GB

480 X 320 Display
Wi-fi, Accelorometer
Bluetooth, speaker (except for 1st gen touch)
Cell network, camera (only on the phones)
GPS (only on 3G phones)

2nd Gen Hardware

600 Mhz Cortex-A8
PowerVR SGX
256 MB (~100 usable)
16 - 64 GB
Digital Compass
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Discussing port to 2.2 (not 3.0 much)

Modern PCs have significantly more the processor power and RAM along with super beefy graphics cards.

We ported to 2.2 will not discuss 3.0 much.



Get Your Game Running 
on a Low End PC

Fix this now: 

• High end pixel and shaders
• Multi threading
• Third Party Libraries and DLLs

 
Save for later: 
 
• Physics 
• AI
• Content?
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Just make it run.

Depending on the game this could be the trickiest part.

It really helps to know the game and engine well.
 

• To target the most iPhone devices, you'll want to create a fixed function version of your shader pipeline.  For 
the first pass, I just recommend getting everything drawing with diffuse and no lighting, just to see things on the 
screen.
o You'll also need to port any vertex shader work to be CPU side.

• If you have a multi-threaded system, you will want to set things up to run on a single thread.  You can use 
multiple threads on the iPhone, but remember you only have one core.  So threads make sense to fill in gaps 
during loading stalls, but it doesn't make sense to try and run lots of physics concurrently.

• You are not allowed to have Dynamically linked libraries on the iPhone.  Make them static.
• Some of your libraries may have an iPhone version.

 
You really want to avoid editing things that will change the game play or that can be deferred until you are running 
on the iPhone.  The goal at this point is to get your game in a state where it will run on the iPhone.  Not run great, 
just run.



Create Abstraction Layers

glBindTexture(GL_TEXTURE_2D, texture);

vs.
 

jrSetTexture2D(texture);

jrSetTexture2D(unsigned int texture){
#if USE_OPENGL
 
    glBindTexture(GL_TEXTURE_2D, texture);
 
#elif USE_DIRECTX
 
    SetTexture(0, texture);

#endif
} 
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Audio, Input Handling, Graphics, File IO

Do this even if you are going to fork your project.

Immediate mode wrapper.

Code modules.

Don't make platforms specific API calls directly.  Have all of them to through a level of indirection.

Abstraction layers: Creating a layer of indirection for platform specific functionality will allow you to swap out these 
key modules with compatible ones on the target platform.  These usually include Graphics, UI, Audio, File IO 
(endian issues). DO THIS EVEN IF YOU ARE GOING TO FORK YOUR PROJECT.  It may seem like extra work, 
but it makes things manageable and helps you keep your sanity.  It will most likely save you time in the long run.



Yes?      No?
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Immediate reference to other code

Fix code once for all targets

Cross platform engine for new games

Encourage modular code

Now that your game is more or less "lowendish" you now need to make a decision.
 
Should you fork (or split) your project or keep a unified code base?
Depending on the nature of the project this may or may not be a good idea:

o In my experience, there have been lots of advantages of keeping the code unified if you can.  Immediate 
reference without having to dig around in a different branch, code fixed once for all targets, results in a 
cross platform engine that makes future ports much easier, since your code is now modular, you can swap 
systems out fairly easily.



#ifdef  Messiness

#ifdef WIN32
    ... do this.
 
#elif __MACOSX__
    ... do mostly this but some of that
 
#elif __IPHONEOS__
    ... do mostly that

#elif __LINUX__
    ... do nothing like that.

#else
    ... do throw an error.
 
#endif
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Separate .cpp files

#ifdef USE_SIMPLE_AI

Automated Build process

The down sides are:
 

• #ifdef mess.
o Consider using separate source .cpp files when there are lots of changes
o Consider using ifdefs based on feature and not platform, for example #ifdef USE_SIMPLE_AI.
o Consider using conditionals instead of ifdef where performance or code bloat is not an issue. 

• Maintenance of all platforms, breaking the game on a target platform without knowing it.
o automated build process that builds all targets (CruiseControl.net).



Porting the Graphics Engine

"If you want to really impress me, let's see 
you pull that off in fixed function."
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Immediate mode substitute

No lighting at first

Fixed function Hotness

Seriously, take the time to make a sufficient abstraction layer.

If the code used OpenGL's immediate mode, you can replace it with your own immediate mode that buffers the 
commands into a vertex array and submits them once you issue a glEnd() call.  Some immediate mode fans may 
already be doing this with their direct X engine.
 
The first goal is just to get it running on the iPhone.  For this, I recommend just using the diffuse textures for objects 
and a maybe ignoring lighting all together.
 
You can add pretty pixels back in later.  It's more important to get it running and move on to other things.

Of course, you now also have the option to include some shaders for a fraction of the devices out there.
Later on you can get creative. You can do some really need things in fixed function.  For me, doing sweet visuals in 
fixed function is a fun challenge.



iPhone Mode on Your PC

"Look at me!  I'm an iPhone now!"

"What?..."
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Special compile mode for PC

Tools

Iteration time

One of the most useful things we did was to have an iPhone mode for PC.  This let us do lots of debugging and work 
on the PC side that can typically be more difficult in the simulator or on the iPhone.  Especially when you are already 
used to PC and have an existing set of useful analysis tools.
 
Iteration speed on PC.



  #define BIG_SIMPLE_UI 1
  #define USE_SHORT_CLIP 1
  #define USE_IMMEDIATE_MODE 0
  #define USE_WAVE_IN_FRONT_END 0
  #define DO_FOV_BOOST 0
  #define ALLOW_1BIT_ALPHA 1
  #define DO_TERRAIN_GLOW 0
  #define DO_SCREEN_DISTORTION_EFFECTS 0
  #define DO_HIGH_RES_TRAILS 0
  #define USE_FRAME_BUFFER_FOR_RENDER_TARGETS 1
  #define DO_HACKER_CHECK 0
  #define USE_REDUCED_VERTEX 1
  #define DO_REFLECTIONS 0
  #define ADD_BYTE_COLOR 1
  #define WINDOWED_MODE_SUPPORTED 0
  #define SLOW_ALPHA_BLEND 1
  #define MAX_PHYSICS_STEP_SIZE (1.0f/60.0f)
  #define USE_WATER_FOG 0
  #define SKIP_ANIM 1

iPhone Mode on Your PC
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We had a #define for each key feature that would on one platform and not the other.  So all we had to do to 
make a PC like an iPhone was to set this set of #defines to be identical to that of the iPhone.
Here is the list of defines that was set for both our PC in iPhone Mode and the iPhone itself.



Compiling Code For iPhone 

iphone-glu (iGLU): http://code.google.com/p/iphone-glu/
 
SDL 1.3 trunk:  http://svn.libsdl.org/trunk/SDL
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Sample Code FTW

Now that you've reduced your game to a manageable state, it's time to take the plunge and start looking into getting 
your code to compile and link on a Mac / iPhone setup.
 
If you're coming from a Windows background, things are a bit different on the Mac, but core features and processes 
are pretty much the same.  It's often a matter of just "now how do I do this on the Mac or Xcode".
 
There's lots of sample code available for getting a basic iPhone app up and running so use that as a resource to at 
least get you started.  In particular we found the sample code for OpenAL and PVRTC loading was especially 
helpful.

API choice is obviously critical.

A lot of third party Mac libraries/frameworks either have iPhone versions or can easily be rebuilt for the iPhone.

iphone-glu (iGLU) project is helpful if you use GLU http://code.google.com/p/iphone-glu/

SDL 1.3 trunk currently has some iPhone OS support
http://svn.libsdl.org/trunk/SDL 
 
We used SDL and then replaced it with the Native iPhone input handling once we were up and running. We got 2 
MB of RAM back when we did this.
 
You may want to replace other APIs with their native equivalent as well.



Xcode File Interpretation
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Using iPhone native frameworks (ie OpenGL) will likely bring Objective-C syntax into scope which will be confusing 
to the C/C++ compiler.  This means that your C++ code that references these will need to be compiled as 
Objective-C / C++.

gcc for iPhone automatically uses the Objective-C compiler on .m (Objective-C with C) and .mm (Objective-C with 
C++) files.

You might be tempted to fork your source base and rename your files to .m or .mm.

Don't do this!!!

Instead you can keep a unified source base and just tell Xcode to interpret individual files as Objective-C files as 
needed.
 
Multi-select the files and set the properties. 



It works! Kinda...
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Once you get things to compile, link and launch you will hopefully hit your first milestone of getting something on 
the screen!



CGRect bounds = [[UIScreen mainScreen] bounds];
 
UIWindow* window = [[UIWindow alloc] initWithFrame:bounds];
 
MyCustomEAGLView* mainView = [[MyCustomEAGLView alloc] 
initWithFrame:CGRectMake(0.0, 0.0, bounds.size.height, bounds.size.width)];
CGAffineTransform rotate = CGAffineTransformMakeRotation(M_PI_2);

[mainView setTransform:rotate];
 
mainView.center = CGPointMake( mainView.frame.size.width/2, 
mainView.frame.size.height/2 );
[window addSubview:mainView];

Open GL Landscape Mode
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Do in Core Graphics

By default the iPhone appears in portrait mode.

If your Open GL game supports both landscape and portrait mode then you will probably want to do the rotation in 
Open GL.

If you are landscape only then here is a snippet that will help you avoid having to modify your original code.



Fat Static Libraries

lipo -create \
$BUILD_DIR/$CONFIGURATION-iphonesimulator/libMyProduct.a \  
$BUILD_DIR/$CONFIGURATION-iphoneos/libMyProduct.a \
-output libMyProduct.a

lipo -info libMyProduct.a

Architectures in the fat file: libMyProduct.a are: 
i386 armv6 
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Two lib problem (Device, simulator)

Super fat to the rescue!

Because the iPhone App Store policy does not allow dynamic linking to anything other than the native public 
libraries and frameworks, static libraries are used to share functionality.  This only applies to intermediate 
libraries.  You don't need to do this with your final executable.

Usually both Simulator and Device binaries are needed.

Sometimes people have made separate Xcode project targets for each and distributed binaries for both.

It is best to keep one target, build twice against each SDK and then lipo the results together.
 
Now your library contains both an i386 Simulator binary and an arm Device binary.

Just link against the one library.  The linker will pull in the correct binary.

No funny games with multiple directories or worrying about which library you are linking to.
 
NOTE: Those $ENV variables are filled in during a build (ala build scripts) You don't need to have them in your 
paths.  They are simply to illustrate what your paths might looks like if you ran it during a build script phase.

Can use EITHER file or lipo -info to find out what archs are in your binaries
 



Simulator vs. Device

The Simulator is NOT an Emulator.

What does this mean to me?
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The Simulator loads host native code and "simulates", performs no emulation.

For framework simulation some are the iPhone frameworks built for Mac OS X some are the actual native Mac OS X 
frameworks on the host machine.  It's a Mac app.  Acts close, but NOT the same.  

There are also some frameworks that exist only for the device and not for the Simulator (and vice versa).  Security.framework is 
one of those frameworks that has had significant differences.

Because of the differences in framework set and even functionality of the same framework you should build against the device 
early on to make sure that all functionality is correct on device as well.
 



Useful Tidbits

• -fno-regmove
 
• Xcode iPhone / Mac OS X targets cannot 

share the same project file.
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With Thumb off

Build steps Env Vars.

When compiling without thumb with optimizations over -O1 you might see incorrect behavior (Bullet physics 
engine experiences this).  You can use -fno-regmove to turn off the offending optimization. It appears that this 
might be fixed in 3.0/gcc4.2
 
The register move optimization. 

Make the iPhone port its own .xcodeproject file.  Putting both Mac OS X and iPhone OS targets in the same 
project doesn't currently work.

In custom build phase scripts there are useful environment variables:
$BUILD_DIR
$CONFIGURATION
$PRODUCT_NAME
$WRAPPER_EXTENSION



Optimization
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There are some awesome tools in the tool kit that you should definitely use (make Instruments your friend).

The memory profiler helps you keep a close watch on your memory usage.  If you go over, your device will freeze 
up.

There is another talk at Austin GDC 2009 that focuses more on performance optimization so we will defer most of 
that discussion to that talk.



Asset Conversion
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You will most likely need to reduce the memory used by your assets.
 
You may also need to convert assets to iPhone supported formats. 
 
Keeping a single pool of resources for all versions is useful.  It ensures that all versions get the same content and 
changes propagate down.

Investment in creating asset conversion scripts will pay off.  Perl, Python, C#, etc you can be fancy if you like, but  
we just chose to write out a big perl script for each assets since we only had a few hundred.
 
Other than a few specific assets that need to be tweaked by hand you should as much as possible have scripts 
perform conversion from the base content.  

Having specific conversion policies for each individual texture makes it convenient to fine tune. 



Asset Conversion Tools

• oggdec - Convert ogg to wav

• afconvert - Convert wav files to caf

• sips - Resample images and convert image 
formats

• texturetool - Convert images to PVRTC 
format

• Custom tools, offline computing
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There are some great little commandline tools you can use to convert your assets over to iPhone supported formats.
oggdec to convert ogg to wav (http://www.rarewares.org/ogg-oggdec.php)
afconvert to convert to caf

sips to convert image formats and resample resolution
texturetool to convert images to PVRTC
We rolled our own additional tool to pre-compute textures that were created at runtime on the desktop versions.  
Operations like tint, blur, compositing, channel swapping and masking were performed so that it didn't have to 
happen at run time which significantly reduced load time.



The Art of Optimizing Art

• Down sample vs. PVRTC - Fault tolerant 
PVRTC loader

 
• 3D Animation updates - Skinned vs. 

interpolated vs. static
 
• Draw distance

 
• Foliage / prop density

 
• Lower LOD pulled closer in

• Money where it matters
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PVRTC is compressed and hardware supported.  File size is small, loading is quick and draws quickly.

It is not always the best choice.  Spend time comparing formats, resolutions and compression.  In particular, when 
working with gradients, you'll often get significantly better results by down sampling the the texture instead of 
compressing with PVRTC

Make your texture loader a "fault-tolerant" PVRTC loader.  Meaning that it should first look for the texture in question 
with an additional .pvrtc postfix and if it does not find it then it loads the asset without the postfix.  This makes it easy 
to gradually convert your resources over.
 
Put the money where it matters, Play through the game and see what pops out at you as jarring.  What makes the 
biggest difference to the end user experience?  Sacrifice things that don't really matter.   

Can you skip animation frames?  Can you interpolate mesh key frames instead of skinning?  Can you use a static 
model instead of a skinned model?
 
Can you get away with less trees or other props?
 
If you have an LOD or Level of Detail system in place, consider using the lower resolution meshes closer to the 
viewer to reduce the total vertex count in the scene.



Xcode Asset Management

Add file references and use "Copy Files" 
phase to bypass the standard Xcode 
"Copy Bundle Resources" phase.
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Xcode will sometimes poke at your assets (like PNGs) when they are under the "Copy Bundle Resources" 
phase.  If you want your assets untouched then be sure to pull them into the project with a folder reference 
instead of a group and then create a "Copy Files" phase.

For PNG files there is the "Compress PNG Files" option in the build settings.  This will keep Xcode from 
touching your PNGs.

Folder references are nice because it will automatically pull in all the data when you add new things.



User Interface
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Debated

UI conversion time
The challenge of the interface was the reason we decided to go through with this port to begin with.

We wanted to make really good third person shooter controls on the iPhone.

We thought it could be done but were uncertain as to how.

To do a good port, it is important to make your application feel like it was made for the iPhone.

iPhone controls are still hotly debated, no perfect solution for 1st person/3rd person shooters, but we think we've 
done the best so far.
 
A very LARGE amount of time was spent in reworking the menus to accommodate larger buttons and the new input 
paradigm.
 
No hover for mouse. 



Text Input
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Props to SDL for the idea

For the most part the only way to get textual input on the iPhone is from the native software keyboard.  For full 
screen Open GL games with custom UI elements creating a hidden offscreen UITextField will do the trick.

In your custom Open GL view add a UITextField object and add some UITextFieldDelegate methods.



Useful UI Tidbits

• Double Tap issues in OS < 3.0.
 
• Prompt Processing of input messages. 
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No double tap increment, check times.

No low level, so when in Rome....

Core foundation timer 60 Htz.

Good input response.

For double-tapping while you already have a finger down compare the touch timestamp with the timestamp of the 
previous tap.  This is because the tapCount will not be incremented in iPhone OS 2.  The tapCount will increment 
in iPhone OS 3.0
 
We attached our main update loop to a Core Foundation timer.
This timer fires and calls our main loop at 60Hz (or less).

In this loop we handle any input events and update all our physics etc.

It may seem a bit odd to let the OS decide when to call your main game loop, but by doing this, we allow the OS to 
process things as it sees they need to be done (Like Touch Events and other I / O).  You're on the iPhone using the 
iPhone OS.  It makes a lot of sense to work as intended for the system.  You can't get to the "metal", so at least 
play nice with the native frameworks.
 
By doing this, we ended up getting great responsiveness with the input which was important for our game.
 



Audio and Video

• Use AVAudioPlayer for music
 
• Use OpenAL for game sounds

o One sound source per instance.
o oalTouch sample code.

 
• Use MPMoviePlayerController for videos.
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Use AVAudioPlayer for music.  It is optimized for hardware leveraged music playback and very simple to use.

Use OpenAL for in-game sounds.  If the same sound needs to play over itself without cutting itself off create 
multiple sound sources for the number of times that the sound can be played concurrently.  

To get your sounds loading in the best way for performance check out the oalTouch sample code project.
 s
iPhone OS has a fullscreen hardware accelerated video player that you can access through 
MPMoviePlayerController.  

To use it, set up register for the corresponding notifications through NSNotificationCenter.  
 



Pay Attention to UIApplication 
Delegate Messages
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After Launch

Before Exit

Screen Locks or call interupt (We go to pause menu)

There are a lot of methods that are called on your UIApplication delegate object that you should pay attention to.  
You receive messages for events such as:

After launch
 
Before you exit (clean up audio)
 
Screen locks or a call interrupts you
 
Memory usage is too high
Others...

Make sure that you react appropriately.  Before exiting you should stop and cleanup audio.  If your game warrants 
it you should also save state so that it can be restored upon next launch.



iPhone OS

• Performance inconsistency

• Easy to update applications
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Within our main loop we step in 1/60 increments for our physics and game logic. Fractions 
of a time step are carried over for the frame.  This results in hitch free gameplay.  It feels 
smooth even though the actual framerate is erratic.

Deterministic behavior good for networking and physics sim.

Not a console OS

Like its roots, iPhone OS is a full on computer operating system.  As such there are significant numbers of 
background processes always running and the operating system is designed to accommodate this kind of situation.  

However, this introduces a lot of variability into the performance and user experience of games as evidenced by 
widely swinging benchmark results.
 

Within our main loop we step in 1/60 increments for our physics and game logic. Fractions of a time step are carried 
over for the frame.  This results in hitch free gameplay.  It feels smooth even though the actual framerate is erratic.

Having delta time steps is also a good idea for any kind of game that makes use of realtime network connectivity.
 
 
Unlike a games console you have easy and free software update through the App Store.  Take advantage of it to add 
new content in addition fixing bugs.



App Store URLs

NSString* appURL = [NSString stringWithContentsOfURL:[NSURL 
URLWithString:@"http://www.casterthegame.com/iPhoneLiteRedirect"]];
 
appURL = [appURL stringByTrimmingCharactersInSet:[NSCharacterSet 
newlineCharacterSet]];
if( !appURL ){ appURL = @"http://www.casterthegame.com/"; }
[[UIApplication sharedApplication] openURL:[NSURL 
URLWithString:appURL]];
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Being able to re-direct the user directly to an App Store page or other location from within an app is very useful.  You 
can immediately give customers the opportunity to buy your products.

Use a redirect file on your website so that you can have the feature even before you know the URL and can change 
it if needs be without re-qualifying with the App Store.



Hardware Detection

size_t size; 
 
sysctlbyname("hw.machine", NULL, &size, NULL, 0);  
 
char* machine = (char*)malloc(size);  
 
sysctlbyname("hw.machine", machine, &size, NULL, 0);  

"iPhone1,1"       - iPhone
"iPhone1,2"       - iPhone 3G
"iPhone2,1"       - iPhone 3GS
"iPod1,1"           - iPod Touch
"iPod2,1"           - iPod Touch (2nd gen)
"iPod3,1"           - iPod Touch (3rd gen)
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Check for features, but....

Can also look at hardware.

The best way to determine whether model specific functionality should be enabled is to check for the capability 
specifically (OpenGL extension querying, etc).  However, sometimes the most suitable way is to simply check for the 
high level exact iPhone model.



Pirated Game Experience
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Finally one of the last things you should think or worry about is the pirating experience.

The usual arms race between pirates and developers is alive and well one the phone.  Fortunately it is pretty easy 
to detect the initial baseline crack and craft an experience for those that want to steal your work.

There has been a lot of debate and discussion over what you can/should do in the case that have detected a 
crack.  We think that quietly running in a demo mode and then asking them to buy the full legitimate version is the 
best idea.

There are crackers that will make great efforts to get around your detection and behavior changing routines.  You 
can chose how much you want to play the game with them.



Initial Crack Detection

- (BOOL) isAppCracked { return ([[[NSBundle 
mainBundle] infoDictionary] 
objectForKey:@"SignerIdentity"] != nil); }
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We didn't make it this easy.  Have fun with it, play around with them a little bit.

The first thing a cracker does is to insert a key called "SignerIdentity" with a value of "Apple iPhone OS Application 
Signing" into the Info.plist of your app.  Thus you can find out if you have been cracked simply like this:
 
If this returns YES you know you have been compromised.  But don't make it that easy for them.  There are a lot of 
things you can do to make the check more subtle, more obfuscated and more of a pain to patch.  



Your Turn to Share
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This was knowledge we gained mainly from our porting of Caster.  We're interested in any knowledge or gems from 
experiences you've had.


